Route Instructions and Information

- Approach the ballpark using 836 East ramp or 95 South ramp
- Vehicles exiting 836 East ramp at NW 17th Avenue will make a left turn onto NW 7th Street, and then a right onto NW 14th Avenue to access the Home Plate Garage.
- Vehicles exiting 95 South ramp at NW 12th Avenue will make a left turn at the light to cross the bridge. Once over the bridge, vehicles will turn right onto NW 7th Street and then left onto NW 14th Avenue to access the Home Plate Garage.
  • Note – NW 12th Avenue bridge will occasionally be in the up position potentially impacting arrival times. Guests are encouraged to account for this in their travel plans.
- Valet pass holders should have blue pass present when approaching the ballpark to assist with access into the Home Plate Garage valet drop-off zone.
Route Instructions and Information

- Fans exiting the Home Plate Garage will be directed west on NW 7th Street.
- Fans can turn right on NW 17th Avenue and head north towards the 836 ramp or continue west towards NW 27th Avenue.